1. INTRODUCTION

Scimat (Science Matters), the new discipline initiated by Lui Lam in 2007/2008 [1, 2], treats all human-dependent matters as part of science.

**Its motto:** “Everything in Nature is part of Science.”

Scimat includes all the topics in the humanities, social science and medical science especially those that have bearing on the first two, such as brain science, DNA,….

Scimat results from two recognitions:

1. Humans are a material system, made up of atoms.
2. Science is the study of Nature which includes all material systems (without appealing to God or any supernatural) [1].

2. DEVELOPMENT

The Aristotle Tradition

The tradition of treating everything in the Universe—humans and non-human systems—from a unified perspective, starting with Aristotle and continued until the Renaissance—was broken with the rise of modern science in the last 400 years.

The Enlightenment (1688-1789)

Concerted efforts to revive this tradition happened from time to time and failed with one exception: the Enlightenment (1688-1789) with the aim to create a “science of man” succeeded in ushering in Social Science (Economics, by Adam Smith) but failed in turning the humanities into a science. It is an effort interrupted, due to insufficient understanding of the human system—an intrinsically probabilistic system—and the lack of a properly developed probabilistic theory.

3. THE SCIMAT PROGRAM

The Scimat Program, started by Maria Burguete and Lui Lam in 2007, is the latest international effort to revive the Aristotle tradition of a unified knowledge.

It puts its emphasis on raising the scientific level of the humanities (by encouraging the collaboration between humanists and natural scientists/because decision making, a part of humanities, is what determines the welfare of our society). Thus, the ultimate aim of the Scimat Program is for a better humanity.

The Scimat Program consists of six steps.

**STEP 1: A Biennial International Scimat Conference Series was set up**

**STEP 2: International Science Matters Committee (ISMC) was set up**

**STEP 3: The Science Matters Book Series was set up**

**STEP 4: Scimat Centers being established**

**STEP 5: International Scimat Society to be set up**

**STEP 6: International Scimat Journal to be set up**

4. CONCLUSION

Scimat Motivation

What we are witnessing here is the initial stage in the birth of a new paradigm called Scimat (Science Matters).

It provides a unified perspective for all the disciplines in the humanities, social science and “natural science”.

It is a rally point to raise the scientific level of the humanities and thus enabling a more peaceful world.

It provides the basic rationale for general education and a route to make it successful.

It is the most interesting and important discipline in the 21st century.

Scimat Significance

In particular, scimat aims to raise the scientific level of the humanities which (not the “natural” science) cover the arts and the science of humans’ crucial decisions that determine the wellbeing of the human race. Thus, the ultimate aim of scimat is not just for a unified knowledge, but for a better humanity.
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